
Robot Safety Training

Training objective

Target groups

The aim of the training is to provide those who  
integrate robotic systems an understanding of the 
essential requirements of robot safety. This course 
examines how the risks associated with the use of 
robotic systems should be assessed and how to 
achieve safety with high availability and productivity.

Technical Personnel, responsible for ensuring  
robotic system compliance, including Machine  
Designers and Robotic System Integrators,  
Maintenance Personnel, Health and Safety  
Managers, Engineering Managers and  
Project Engineers in manufacturing plants. 

 
Safety Training

Keep up to date  

with Safety Training:

Online information  

at www.pilz.com/ 

services

 Webcode 0218

Training contents •	Best practice standards including  
EN ISO 10218 and RIA 15.06.

•	Assessment of risk in robotic cells
•	Common Hazards and Controls
•	Robotic safeguarding techniques
•	Safe entry into robotic cell
•	Control of Hazardous energy in robotic cells
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What you can expect

Location of training 

Your benefit

Other training 

“Robot Safety Training“ is provided at selected Pilz  
locations or can be arranged in-house at your  
facility customised to your requirements.

For further information or order contact details: 
www.pilz.com/services

We offer a comprehensive selection  
of Safety Training including:

•	Safety Design incorporating ISO 13849/IEC 62061
•	CMSE – Certified Machinery Safety Expert
•	Electrical Machine Safety in Industrial Installations
•	CE Marking and Machinery Regulations
•	The Machinery Directive
•	 LoTo: Lock Out Tag Out

To discuss with Pilz contact

•	Apply correct strategy to ensure right  
first time engineering

•	Reduce complexity of safety solutions  
to increase productivity

•	Prioritise design activities related to risk
•	Create safer Robotic systems and  

reduce accidents
•	Trust in the quality of our training  

and our skilled instructors

•	 learn the common safety mistakes  
in robotic system integration

•	 understand the typical control measures  
to reduce risk

•	 know which safety technologies can  
be used to create competitive advantage 
when using robotic systems

•	 understand different safety strategies  
and when to apply them

By the end of the course, the participant will

•	be aware of the relevant standards  
and best engineering practise relating  
to integration of safety in robotic cells


